A spotlight on innovation

Money, money, money: a review of re:publica 2023

This year, it was all about CASH. The sessions held by international experts and leaders showed that we are moving towards a world where money is not only exchanged but also transformed. From cryptocurrencies to blockchain technology, the discussion highlighted the potential of technology to disrupt traditional financial systems.

INNOspace Masters Highlight Conference: after seven competition rounds, the German Space Agency (DLR) and its partners selected the winners of this year's innovation contest. The winners were presented with cash prizes and are now ready to further develop their space technologies and their cross-industrial transfer. No worries, you can still enjoy the success of these innovation winners.

Wouldn't it be exciting to see what has become of former participants in and enjoy! In 2023, INNOspace Masters will be back and will invite you to watch the future of space technology.

Let's stay in touch

In case you missed it

19. – 20.08. · HANNOVER · The bigger picture: life in Germany

The podcast startuprad.io reports on important developments in the field of innovation. This episode focuses on the launch of SPRIND, a German Federal Agency for Disruptive Innovation. Since 2019, the agency has been promoting groundbreaking innovations from Germany that will make all our lives sustainably better – from new systems for water purification to finding a cure for Alzheimer's disease. Its goal: promoting radical thinkers from science and business. The agency finances projects that can change the world.

13.08. · BERLIN · Beer and bits: how Munich became a global start-up hub

The podcast startuprad.io also focuses on Germany’s world-famous beer tradition. It also delves into the craft beer boom in Munich and the city’s growing reputation as a hotbed of innovation.

In case you missed it

Germany and upcoming events.

SPRIND is funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research and the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Action. The multidisciplinary, forward-looking and top-down competition stage inaugurated in 2022 has already yielded fascinating results. The currently open challenge – deadline for applications 26.09.2023 – invites participants from around the world to join forces with German companies and researchers to address the challenges of the future.

Our goal is to bring together radical thinkers from science and business to explore the most urgent challenges of our time. The agency is now accepting applications for innovation contests in which teams can receive funding of up to 3 million euros. The applications are evaluated by a committee of specialists; the best projects will be funded.

In case you missed it

19. – 20.08. · HANNOVER · The bigger picture: life in Germany

In this episode, we take a closer look at the phenomenon of German (work) culture – entertaining, informative and authentic.

What does the “party evening” have to do with a working day? The party at work? Meet the Germans!

Commitment to society – for your information as well as inspiration.

Volunteering? Here are some facts and figures about the Germans’ commitment to society – volunteering regularly? And which fields are the most popular for volunteering? Here are some facts and figures about the Germans’ commitment to society – volunteering?
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